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INTRODUCTION

bY. the energy crisis, whichf was ra^i'dlJ*Ve been.severely set-back
price shocks of the seventies Thrle of tPhreC1Pltated by two oil
crisis were: (i) shar escalation In *h ^^ asPects of the
imports; (ii) sharp escalation in the ™V°Si? °f f°Ssil fuel
hardware and software for enerqy "if; ^°St= °f. ""Ports of all
rapidly worsening scarcity of fh»h a"d utllization; (iii)
utilized very wastefuUy by the l-iJ1?™^ fUels traditionally
The Nairobi Programme of actforT npa^ „ *friCan P°P«l»tions.
expectations of the African m^2 (/V haS re"ected the hiqh
1980's, when ™uch hope warpinnefon theeSnreVa/Ung in the ea^
of energy. NPA was directed a?1^(3 a"d renewable sources
which the most important: were strlth '• 3 ^^ °f goals amon<?
operation, stimulating the mobiMzation nf 7- °f lnternati°nal co-
the development of NRSE and ^ ?? financial resources for
attainment of nationa ^ objectives ITtlbTi^f • providln5 for the
m the field of NRSE. ujecT:lves established m African countries

e^^^ time of the Nairobi
economy based primarily on hydrocarbon. ^ fromKthe international
on NRSE in a manner which is conat^nf °.^e baSed increasingly
individual countries, as social ^ "eeds and options of
technically viable and ^&^Sg&™™^

Secretariat"^ well^at on ^h *%**^ Carried °ut - the ECA
undertaken by Ecfstaff to so»e JX™9* °f the field ™is^°"
and individual countries in West Africa reSearch cent"^ °n NRSE

NPA in^rTc??n%rrms^P4Pe;roSgrte°sSaLSdeeSS ^ ^-"^tion of
measures, areas of priori^ in^t*-lth rSgard to sPecific
arrangements which hav b ' lt ™l and fi^ncial

, areas of priori^ in^t*- g sPecific
arrangements which have been don'e inlft ™l and fi^ncial
in 1981. The paper concentrate, on hi S1"Ce NPA was ad°Pted
countries in three major sXeaionai^n*l0pment in sub-saharanSADDC d subregional economic groupi

The paper concentrate, on hi ad°Pted
countries in three major sXeaionai^n*l0pment in sub-saharanSADDC and ECOWAS. subregional economic groupings namely PTA,

Africa

e-ect from these ^£?



experts at two recent meetings on energy in Africa held in Abidjan
in November 1990 and in Togo in December 1990 illustrated that
diversity of opinion on role of NRSE in Africa very clearly.

6. The expectations raised by Nairobi Conference that African
countries would be able to develop the enormous potential of NRSE
has not yet been fulfilled in African member States. There are two
major reasons for this: first the development and application of
NRSE technologies proved more difficult than expected and their
cost still remain beyond the reach of the majority of the African
population. The second reason is weakness of national institutions
in African countries dealing with the development of NRSE.

7. In order to promote NRSE development appropriate new and
renewable sources of energy should be identified. In this respect
concentration should be made on the development of locally
available sources. Their development should be aimed at achieving
an economically, socially and environmentally sound energy mix

suitable for achieving sustainable development. In this paper
focus is made on solar energy, biomass and biogas, wind power and
mini-hydro as well as on transfer and adaptation of appropriate
NRSE technologies.

8. Until now NRSE technologies in Africa with a few exceptions,
are merely plants or equipment imported from industrialized
countries for field experiments with a view to assessing their
efficiency in African conditions and adapting them for their
introduction to the African market.

9. Many mature technologies for the development of NRSE are
already m existence, however there is a problem of the diffusion
of these technologies to the potential users. Assistance with the
diffusion brings the problem and issue of acceptance by the
potential users of the existing technologies. In this paper an
investigation is undertaken into the factors bearing on the
acceptance of technologies and also how to facilitate their
diffusion in order to ensure the best possible impact.

10. Ever since Nairobi Conference on NRSE and adoption of NPA in
1981 numerous African member States have been struggling with
adjusting their energy policies to the development of NRSE and
implementation of NPA. One decade later, it is clear that much
remains to be done; indeed, progress has been frustratingly meager.

11. The topics discussed in this paper range from the status of
the development of NRSE in Africa in three major economic
subregional groupings, to case studies covering individual member
States in these groupings. Conducted for the UN Intergovernmental
Committee on the development and utilization of new and renewable
sources of energy this study documents Africa's experience with
development of NRSE since Nairobi Conference and includes



information on NRSE application, their economics and social
consideration, as well as on the implementation of NPA in Africa.

12. While NPA was an ambitious programme, it entailed in African
context dispersing NRSE systems over a large area of the continent,
and it was not clear whether sufficient funds will be dedicated to
developing an effective systems for the provision of the equipment,
spare parts, maintenance and training of local personnel. The

results of mobilization of the financial resources are reflected in
the recent study undertaken by UNITAR/UNDP Centre on small energy
resources in Africa (4). In 1986 the ECA Secretariat worried about
slow pace of the implementation of NPA in collaboration with DIEC
and DIESA have organised the Regional Consultative meeting on the
mobilization of financial resources for the development of NRSE in
Africa.

13. This paper reflects the firm commitment of the ECA Secretariat
to recommendations of the Intergovernmental Committee on the
development and utilization of new and renewable sources of energy
for co-ordinated implementation of NPA, which is evaluated now on
the eve of the tenth anniversary of its adoption.

II. UTILIZATION OF NRSE IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES

1. General observation

14. Development and utilization of NRSE in Africa may offer a
partial solution to the energy problems in the majority of African
countries. It is very difficult to estimate present and future
supply contributions from NRSE though some African countries
project substantial production. It should be noted that ten years
since Nairobi Conference NRSE have been advocated as a widespread
solution to the energy problems of Africa. Unfortunately in some
cases the credibility of these new technologies has suffered from
their premature and excessive promotion in Africa.

15. In the early 1980's much hope was pinned on solar and wind

energy and to a lesser extent on biogas. Meanwhile the initial
enthusiasm has faded and it is generally agreed that none of these
solutions is of strategic relevance to Africa. Though renewable,
the resources in question do not lend themselves to large-scale or
wide-spread applications.

16. Solar energy has the advantage that once climatic conditions
militate in favour of its use (which in Africa, is generally the
case), it can be exploited in a fairly uniform manner over large
areas. However, the solar option still suffers from technical and

economic deficiencies. Unless energy demand matches the
irradiation profile, costly storage is required. Moreover,
photovoltaic or solar thermal power generation which is the most
promising route for utilizing solar energy is saddled with
prohibitively high investment costs. This limits the scope for



solar power generation to small-scale applications where the
benefits are large enough to overweigh the high cost of supply.

17. The use of biogas makes only sense where its feedstock is
supplied from a central source or in large amounts and where the
fuel substitutes for alternatives with high opportunity cost. In
view of these conditions, the biogas option remains of marginal
interest in the majority of African member States.

18. Wind in Africa also fails to be a strategic option since even
within a narrowly defined area the wind regimes may prove extremely
erratic. *

19. The use of mini-hydro schemes may help remedy energy shortages
in special cases or economic niches, but the potential resource
base provided by mini-hydro so far has little strategic impact on
Africa's energy supply.

1• Solar energy

20. All African member States are interested in the development of
solar energy and its applications and most of them by now have
undertaken some activities in this matter. These activities cover
the utilization of solar energy for the production of industrial
process heat, irrigation pumping by thermal conversion or
photovoltaic systems, water heating, water desalination, cooking
meals and drying crops.

21. Photovoltaic conversion requires large basic investment, which
is only justified in isolated regions where other sources of enerqy
are yery^costly or difficult to obtain. Each year the amount of
electricity produced by solar energy increases by 40 percent
worldwide providing for example power for remote villages in
Senegal, for radio transmitters in Somalia and for pumping stations
in Mali.

22. Perhaps the most developed application in Africa is water
pumping with photovoltaic panels, there is a number of projects to
supply drinking water and irrigation in Mali, Angola, Djibouti
Gabon, Botswana, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. In some countries
(Angola, Gabon, Mali, Senegal) photovoltaic panels are utilized in
integrated manner in so-called solar villages where the PV panels
are used for refrigeration of vaccine in clinics, for education and
recreation purposes in schools and cultural centres, for lighting
and local telecommunication network.

23. The second major application of solar energy concerns drying
of agricultural produce such as tea, corn and tobacco. There are
some experimental stations in Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania; in
Angola there is a pilot project for drying fish, that application
is also well advanced in Senegal.



24. As far as cooking of meals is concerned, this application is

met with some reservation in a number of African countries bringing

out very important aspects of NRSE application that is social

acceptability.

25. Domestic solar water heating is one of the most common

applications worldwide but it penetrates in Africa at very slow

rate. There are some examples of utilization of solar water

heaters in hotels and public buildings in Niger, Senegal and

Botswana but generally reaction of the public to these appliances
is negative. Domestic solar water heating requires equipment of a

cost which can only be offset over long periods of use.

26. It is hardly possible to estimate what the solar energy

contribution could be to the development of the energy sector in
Africa. At first sight it could be more significant than generally

admitted only because of the favourable insolation conditions of

the continent, but even more because of the diversity of its

application. It would be desirable to benefit from this diversity
at the regional scale so as to stimulate and to enhance the various

solar systems already developed in Africa by such institutions as

CRES and ONERSOL.

27. There is a hope that solar energy will eventually provide many
long-term viable services. It should be however very clear that a

lot still to be done to justify the tremendous hope and confidence
that people have put in solar energy. The initial investment for

solar systems is usually made by international donors through

bilateral aid, however the running cost will have to be borne by

the country itself.

3. Biomass. woodfuel and bioaas

28. Many African countries have considerable resources of

renewable energy and as these sources are developed they will
provide opportunities for switching from biomass fuel to more

convenient, modern energy. However the rate of development of NRSE

in many African States will be constrained by a lack of indigenous
technology and shortage of highly qualified manpower as well as by

the inability of potential user to pay for the technology.

29. Hence, upward fuel switching is likely to be slow process,

because of the low income of most people in Africa. In fact in
some urban areas like Dar es Salaam and Lusaka, backward fuel

switching is occurring to biomass fuel, as people's real income
declines. A similar backward switch is occurring in some rural

areas of Africa from fuelwood to agricultural residues and dung.

30. The management of fuelwood is of particular concern in Africa

since that is potentially renewable source but it is increasingly
being used at a rate that very likely is in excess of the source



regenerative capacity. About 80 per cent of the Airica's total

energy consumption comes from woodfuel and shortages in this
commodity affect a large portion of the continent's population.

The depletion of forests is one of the major problems facing
African member States and the primary objective of fuel sub-sector

is to ensure adequate and sustained supply of wood energy basically

in rural areas and to reduce or halt the depletion of wood
resources in order to maintain sustainable and sound environmental

protection.

31. In some African countries situation with production and

consumption of woodfuel has become critical. The annual
consumption of wood in Tanzania, corresponds to more than twice the
sustainable yield. In Malawi the wood demand exceeds sustainable
yield by more than 30 per cent and this figure will increase. In

Mozambique the national annual growth in forest resources is some

50 per cent higher than the demand for wood; nevertheless the

supply situation has been described as satisfactory in only four

out of ten provinces.

32. Biogas holds considerable promise for the African member

States. A biogas digester being a relatively simple construction,

can be made of indigenous materials available locally. However the

experience to date shows that capital costs of a digester are still
quite high and beyond the reach of an average rural inhabitant in

many African countries.

3 3. For a number of years biodigesters of Indian and Chinese
design have been adopted and modified for African conditions. For

example in Zambia the specialists of the National council for
scientific research developed a prototype of biodigester suitable
for rural areas in that country. Very extensive research on biogas
is being made in the National Centre on NRSE in Burundi.
Biodigesters of indigenous design are on trial in Zimbabwe and
Lesotho. ARCT in Dakar is implementing a very extensive programme

aimed at the propagation of biodigesters in Western Africa.

4.

34. In some of its applications, wind energy bas been known and

used in Africa for a long time. It still remains of great interest
for craft water pumping in rural areas and windmills of various
design are enjoying a renewed interest in a number ^ of African
countries. There are two major constraints for developing the wind
power, and the first one is of climatic nature; hence before

starting wind power exploitation, it is important to study the
potential of each selected area. The second constraint is of

economic character, in as much as the equipment (often imported)
represents an investment greater than the one which most African

people could afford.



35. In some African countries (Botswana, Lesotho, Zambia) the

craft windmills are used extensively for water pumping especially
in remote rural areas where other energy sources are not available.

Some countries such as Kenya and Tanzania are manufacturing

windmills locally. In the countries with high potential such as

Somalia and Sudan as well as in some coastal countries in West

Africa wind energy is also utilized for water desalination and

electricity generation.

5. Mini-Hydro and Rural Electrification

36. For a number of years several African countries have been

preoccupied with the problems of rural electrification. Progress

in that area had been slight, except in few countries such as

Algeria, Cote d'lvoire, Egypt, Nigeria and Tanzania. Some have

endeavoured to solve the problem by means of maximum possible

extension of networks in the countryside, others through a

proliferation of low-powered single stations and independent

distribution network.

37. Electricity in remote areas is produced by thermal generating

sets or mini-hydro. Now small power generating systems using

photovoltaic panels reached the commercial stage and undergo trial

in some African countries (Ethiopia, Senegal) since photovoltaic

generation of electricity is becoming economically competitive.

38. Rural electrification by means of photovoltaic systems,

aerogenerators and biogas/producer gas are still performed at a

pilot or demonstration scale. This cannot permit to meet the needs

of an important community or village.

39. Some economic communities, SADDC for example, have prepared

the subregional programme of rural electrification. There are two

projects within that programme which comprise construction of two

small hydropower plants in Lesotho. The programme also envisaged

the construction of two plants in Malawi and feasibility study of

small hydropower development was undertaken in Seychelles.

40. Rural electrification will continue to be a very costly
investment. The World Bank estimated that the developing countries

might need around USD 6 billion a year for this purpose. In Africa

about 90 per cent of rural households are not connected to a supply

grids. Based on the case studies of isolated villages in Asia, it

may be assumed that in Africa the investment required for rural

electrification may also range from USD 30,000 to USD 125,000 for

even a very low consumption of 200 to 600 kwh per household per

ygar\ The payback period on the investment may reach twenty years.

JIJ. ANALYSIS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NAIROBI PROGRAMME

OF ACTION AT THE SUBREGIONAL LEVEL

1. FTA Pubreaion



41. More consideration has been given to the utilization of solar

energy, wind power, biomass conversion and ocean energy during the
last ten years. Research and development have been carried out but

at a very small scale and in isolation by universities and national
centres or research institutions in various fields.(1)

42. The development of NRSE is a practical option for PTA member
States, particularly for small scale energy development. The major
advantage lies in the unrestricted availability of these resources,

often free of charge with no exclusive exploitation.

43. There exists abundant supplies of solar energy in the

subregion, which lies between the tropics; and the potential is
there to develop wind, ocean and tide energy along the Eastern

coastline. However NRSE are largely untapped with the exception of
solar energy which is used widely for crop drying, water heating,
and desalination processes, as is the case in Botswana.

44. Solar energy may be an attractive primary energy source but

its dynamic, seasonal and meteorological intermittence make it

necessary to adopt an energy storage system. It also has low
density which implies extension of the collective surface which is

very expensive.

45. Although research and development efforts have been carried
out, they are mostly at a very small scale, and often in isolation
by universities and national research centres. Insufficient

incentives have been given to researchers, engineers and

technicians; and interventions from the international community and
non-governmental organizations are limited in scope.

46. Prototypes for harnessing wind and solar energy have been

realized for water pumping and electricity generation. Botswana,

Kenya and Swaziland manufacture solar water heaters on a commercial
scale, whilst the wind regime in Mauritius, Comoros, Somalia and
Ethiopia could be used for water pumping in remote areas.

47. Studies have been made in the field of biogas technology at
household levels with increasing usages in Ethiopia, Burundi,
Botswana and Zambia. The conversion of molasses into ethanol is
carried out more extensively in Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Malawi and

Kenya. Both Mauritius and Seychelles have promoted projects for

the utilization of wave energy, or the thermal gradient of the sea.

48. The need for regional and subregional co-operation for
promoting the development and utilization of NRSE as set out in NPA
should be reaffirmed. The exchange and dissemination of

information through appropriate channels is fundamental to such co

operation, especially in order to maximize the benefit of
complementarity between countries in terms of technological and

financial endowments and experience.
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51. For the implementation of NPA in qanrr- «. v.
strategy based on the assessmin? ^ subregion the NRSE
activities related to tLit h!^ °f renewable resources and

to adoption of the
the meeting held

and Maseru
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°f the SADCC NRSE strategy are beinq

improving the knowledge of NRSE staff in government and
non-governmental agencies through training; ernment and

^?T? contact and co-operation among institutions
involved in research and development of NRSE technologies
with a view to establishing the product standards; Ld

raising awareness of NRSE among end-users

NRSE artfv^f °bject,ive is to strengthen institutions involved in
nS^L' *• j5' Partlcula^ly the Government, universities and
organizations developing NRSE technologies. J-versities and

°f ^ stifate?y ls to encourage and assist
h NRSE policies,

56. NRSE technology development and diffusion programme focuses on

£" TIL^ °/ NRSE technol°^- A iil tTf
g s on

t£e identTILa^on °/ NRSE technol°^-- A principal actTvfty is
the identification of energy needs on the basis of use and level of

Pri°rity *"** ^° " ^^

actio^TeS- ,In addition' this activity will identify regional
actions to reduce costs to consumers of NRSE equipment and
components making them affordable by the population.

credit aCn°HO^arY J? ^ ab°VS actlvitV *■* to document existing
credit and other financing schemes available for purchasing NRSE
products, to document the problems encountered byPfarmers^rural
Jf^lons and ,rural industries if financing high initial cost
yet otherwise cost effective NRSE products and to provide seminars

T'1'3 lndlcatlng tne P°sitive return potential of NRSE

a"eed f°r subregional co-operation on NRSE product
' ?°dtS °f Practice a"d regional standards for

f"6 deVSl°Ped ^ « SADCC

t projects implemented within this subprogramme are
to utilize only mature NRSE technologies which meet an
a energy need. A programme is to be put in place to
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institutions to fiel^ie^ntatYS, /ettTn^l. *"*

designed to

K; in -section and operation of
assistance in developing marketing techniques-

includi^ giving" dlre^n""too and

on Ls b^r' NG°'S and °ther organizationsganizations
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to

the nrse

o/fnToatTonind: ^ogranune is aimed at the
development In the ^h"*"^ WMch are the cornerstone!

of the general public reaarZ thP h»l f > increase the awareness
A regional campaign is beTng deveiope^ for'th,^ NRSE techn°l°*^-
programmes, pamphlets and Ithlr S and ^J^^^ZIt9 "^

■■

■"
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71.

may so™^^^^''
The SADCC subregionaipower network Ts'^10" in rem°te area^
grid extension into remote areas win ^ expanding rapidly; however
Electricity Corporation is und^tl S°me years- The Lesotho
investigate theP vfabUity of uslnaln*a Possibility study to
customers. This initiative L g. ■,v ,techn°l°gy to serve its
other national utiTitieif f°r subre^°^ action by

This initiative L . ,, ts
other national utiTitieiif. f°r subre^°^ action by

So^gierirThesrocclr p of
undertaken to date are encouraafna ^gif°hn- ™e initi^ive
national governments are recoanizi'na tL P^CeSS Continues.
technologies as valuable rP™Z=f9 significance of NRSE
are beginning to in^t?th^T^TS T^^ ^^
3. ECOWAS «

^farfL^rfy^es^bleto^ ^of the Community who can be mob, ! ??«£ ^^igenous energy experts
increase their number severaTfo^ ^d glv.Ven the facility to
There is also theTros^ L" lthl" Sh°rt sPace of time.

the indigenous1 contributfo^lf^the indigenous1 contributfo^lf^ V^^^ies are in some cases
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satisfactory performance TherP if j-*P°**e<i raw materials for
ECOWAS member States may be maneuvered Tnl ^ ■ the ProsPect that
of money for facilities which ha»el PaYln<? enormous amount
adapted to African environment. Properly tested and

NRSE

continuing
appliance! Which '°

in development of

COMUnlt*

for the

Pr°ducti°" °f the less sophisticated

IV. LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NPA

Africa at the regional

<

M

^new approach and
ld °f NRSE in

-si-sa g

»,s th. pro,o,iS "'""■ Tho

n.t-ortin, ,„„

V""™

under review NPA was a success
taKe into account theS

some

dactiv
to be known in order to
or utili2ation of

suc1cess stories which ought
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Africa. *-<*±j.ui.vi> m tne development of NRSE in

the

the majority of casesfdffied results Th^ and have Produced in
on their interactive ejects whlcn^uir^ ^caL^se^f
1.

AND

NRSE PROJECT" iN\?RlVATT98l-1^6°URCES/ FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS'FOR

period NPA .u^.eaea in mnhiii,^,, theintende/^unt oT^neT f^rThT '" m°b,iUzlng the finally
insufficient statistical coveraae of Pfn°rlty ^eaS' There ^
the development of NRSE in Africa °^dOnors and contributions to
of the financial commitments for n^ excfPti°n is an assessment
Africa which is presented in tZ natl°nal projects on NRSE in
Centre on small energy resources 7^% Pr°d"ced bV ™ITAR/UNDP
have been borrowed resources, (4) from which the Tables 1-5

Solar Energy

the .frioZ^Z^nt ^unT(U^&f?r ^ "^ was
financed a large project in Mai 1 h! T million out of 30) who
large Regional Centre? Canada EEC Zl^l "lth the creation of a
the list. anMa' EEC and France were following in

to'south'of ^harf^located" C°nCe«ed' the amOunts going
of the totl th J'^" rep^Sented about 60M
tosouthof ^harf^located" e«ed' the amOun
of the total, the rJ'i^w" rep^Sented about 60
countries, with parti^^^"* £?F$£ls% . f

Wind

Netherlands m^S/ibuWons^^hir'- d°n°rS (Denmart and the

amounting the subfector. ThTse small^nJ ?er.Cent °f the tota?
research and studies (giv t ^ Projects were probably
amounting the subfector. ThTse smallnJ ?.ent °f the tota?
research and studies (given tne red,^h Projects were probably
out in Somalia and Cape Verde werGnTi™U)- Projects carried
to electricity generation! In cl irtf? ' ^lnly directed
wind/diesel generators of 55 kw «lh' Denm?rk installed two
cooperation, 20 windmills for «atPr ™.w ' a"d throu9n Dutch
Project in Somalia includ^ "h^fnSSKSI^\f^^T Jg£
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turbines to test the potential
generation.(Table 2) wind-powered electricity

^
>

production of Wel1

one ethanOl

FuelwoQd/Charnna1

90. From the point of view of the
African countries were involved)
benefited the most, with 46% of total
Ethiopia has one of the lowest level
capita), and more than 90% of this

resulting in massive deforestation
longer term is however fuelwood plan
are added to the picture, these three
up more than 70% of the total. Never

with greater number of projects, 13
Unallocated amounts were important

recipient countries (although 23
Ethiopia emerges as having
commitments. As it is known,

■ of energy consumptions (per
energy is from biomass origin,

The least-cost option in the
:ations. If Benin and Malawi
countries taken together make
heless, Kenya was the country
meaning 20% of the projects,

as seen in Table 4.

Nevertheless

too

91. The principal sources of funds
(IDA, African Development Fund a
concentrate more than 55% of the total
4 projects (2 in Ethiopia and l in Bei
which funds most of the projects (ir

was the Netherlands, with 37% of proi<
Other important donor countries were
(which financed 23% of the projects)
(except from the World Bank) were c
element. "

Rural Mini-Hyrdo

Benin

projects

92. Commitments in this sub-sector for
not significant. Almost 71% of the
one project, which consists of 9 rura
in Lesotho, with financing from France

were multilateral agencies
hd the World Bank) which
amount in this sub-sector on

and Malawi). The country
number as well as in amount)

and 11% of total amount.

Norway, Denmark and France

All financial contributions
rants or with a high grant

toi:al
the period considered were
L amount is concentrated in

L mini-hydro electric plants
e (51.7% of grant element).
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^%^a^^iclSgruraT £ l/T st "ydro-
electricity generation and it ^t f1"1"^.™) are addressed to
of rural m^ni-hydro proiects llll pOsslb1/ th^ - great part
electrification. (Table ^O:|ects were considered under rural

2. PROMOTING THE ATTAINMENT OF NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

^e^fwa^^PinaTnr"Learning from succesl" andP prepared in
on renewable energy commerce and
to examine 157 pv pumpingT Tt
capacity of 220 kwpP PV system^
demonstration) conditions in Mai f
like this one can be useS to supnort
of Africa. (5) support

in the report
^ °S Committee

study was undertaken
^ a cum^ative

actual (rather than
documented experience
programmes in the rest

bycREfinla^ako ZllrlZfr^ -the Sahel which ™
direct follow-up or 4e national nV ** ^Pleme"tation as a
states. This solar programme tLP^ogrammeS in Sahelian member
Africa (USD 68.84 millffi wUl orovtd^8 ?*% °f thlS type in
PV water pumps as well as PV com fm , ■ h." installation of 1,040
systems. PV coolln(?' lighting and battery charging

sri^aTe^OuInr
Mauritania (125) at the cost of t^n
of 421 PV pump/ng systems^co^ting

v CHO

erde (49) and

denied the role" o'f tt^exec^fve
? ^u^e

Pr°^amme ha- been

NRSE ON

determine the of
of this is to

on nr!eTABLISHING °F AN african netwo*k for exchange of information
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n^^^^^^^^.^^ able to set an
countries: Togo Mali rhana » energy ln the following seven

Leone. The Regional' seoretariat^'iV f^er Senegal and sierra
Scientific and Technical Documentation *°°ated ,«" the National
Senegal. The regional secretariat ™iT I ^ (CNDST> in Dakar,
on renewable energy a«j dSin,L /h V tl1 relevant materials

ss1rsSES"
store and process documents.

the S,^^/
that set up by fCRESl TrT, t
community (CEAO)membL states
avoid duplication. The &ti

z ,ras
with facilities to

to supervise the activities of
tJ?ls network should merge with

^^ the WeSt African Economic
Proposal is made in order to

—
5. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NRSE INSTITUTIONS

countries, to? example ^Botf" ^nor support, in many African
and Zimbabwe. The Centre Realon^i "J^1' Nlger' Sene9a1' Sudan
Bamako, Mali, set up^ west^rfcan Ttllll* t° th'^ if^ ln

existence to African^i owe their

^tui
set goals and established
Regional Centre was conducted to
costs. ^-onaucted to

fl"anCed "V UNESCO
mel"1ber+-S °f CEA°'evaluation of the

investment and operating
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are mvolved into actfviS'of

^te^^
members include scientific and CEA0 and "hose

centr ^^
challenge of restorina Af
solar energy development!

d
currentmembership

right at the outset, the
°f benefitting from nrs'e and

reached ^]Umbu^a'. Republic of

^ncerfMTnisLfs^f ^^ ^t^
calling for the creation of a Realonll Cenl^T^l """^ 337
Development in the field of Sola? Fntv Centre for Research and
confirmed during the OAU Meeting of Head^of^ tfrica- This was
in Lagos in April 1980 which vrLoLT^ S^teS Which was
subregional mechanisms for tSe coordlnatton10",0' rf9ional
activities in Africa. This kdtn eh " of solar energy
AROSE during the meeting of Council of^M^^f f°r est^lishing
Ababa in May 1982. m 1986 and Zn Ministers held in Addis

of Burundi, Buju^ur^^TsAf^Tto^lThe^ntre^ RepUbllc
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of NRSEUlting h°USe f°r each »e*ber "ate in the
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ou\dbe%ofsidererLtheconSto?^. °f the NPA i«
surrounding NRSE. it is clear that ?£ / f 9CtS and fiction
Africa is at economic crossroad In on- Hdevel°P»ent on NRSE in
forward, supported by the overwhelmina ?vJflrectlon> it is moving
economies of African meaUie^ states 9Tn*-h ° ltS benefit= to
threatens to be derailed by misleading ^ °PP°site direction it
and sustainability. (6) Whether a?. S ab°Ut its economics
ultimately benefit fr-oLVv, I African member states win
with serious energy problL.el°P^nt °f NRSE to help to cope
technology to gotrogLsPtreOfwTlSl'be°rdete™ineL^ "U1 3ll°W ^member states are in separating til I ? by how successful the
development of nrse in Africa. frOm fiction of the

b^onft^^o^tfation o^A?t HtL^l^ "t^ tO ^^
rapid benefits accruing from these effo^ \l lnitial high hopes of
in most countries, with theTfalT in aU l^ therefore rapidly faded
donorsupport for NHSE ae^Ult'L^^ ^^t^ilfor NHSE

Teidwhichhas erudeX^y^ev^s RSE in ^ioa,
one. Concerted efforts and /inan^T piOneers' *■* not a simple
parties will be needed, assistance bvin^"^ bY 3l1 concer^d
and national aid organizationTwill h lnter"ational, multi-lateral
member states. An assessment oT&e^JZcFo?M00"?* *? African
development in Africa, exemclifi^ ?f™°£ NPA on institutional
suggests that it helped concerned in^ii-f^8' 0NERS0L a^ ARCSE,
°f their operations. However l^1?"3 ln the Performance
able to guarantee sustainabUi'ty afterTi^ ***, not.alw^ been
been withdrawn (the case of CREsi T+flnanclal assistance have
careful assessment of the caoacitv nV ^ XS- rf?omme"ded, that a
and coordinate technical assistance ^^VnStltUtions to mana^
should be presented to th?potentia Z d°ne a"d the re^l?s
now-a-days the African institution^ Ldonofs- It looks like that
of their core budget? However ?heD1^-eS aUBt be resP°n^ble
continue to encourage those instituti^ ? k°"S made by NPA wil1
in both management !nd fTnancTal reSOUrces° ?7^ self:suPP°^ing
the Regional institutions and in thP 3 ,( '■ "any officials in
with whom the implementation of NPA was re^n\-f"istries °* energy
expressed their concern at- th» H recently discussed, openly
Africa in acc«n.pliThln™ tht ^xf*?" fesu"s s° ^r achieved il
a^eement that the role of Z^^££!&£*^l
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in the
be encouraged

Prospec^d ro^T^MRSE^sys^s l^"* , "^ transition:
have made the number of valuaM-V 3 (8) orcJan^ed by ARCT
endorsed by ECA secretarial"^ the f^fofthT" "^ are fUl1^

taking into account of tL Tnstitutfon. reSolf.ces while
field; institutions operating in the

to

(d) Promoting interaction between "
research"

(a) Strengthening the

g

institutions operating in the field of
NRSE

exchange tohf%n^atfoneoSntaNbR1|ESfment °f a" ***«■„ networK for
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(c) Evaluating the NRSE potential in the different regions of

^li^.^^^ £&£ ££ NPA heater funds
programme of the toelopwt of Zp f lf a sustain^ble
realized in African member states Fr* aS .the NPA is to be
years of under funding of m« L secretariat feels that

energy supplies. E have made to the continent's

°idLit^d™!1- N°PA a^^efnf^cia'l^lor'ft1^ T"^ h3d beS"
last meeting of this kindlaS? =♦ +1 1- ^P^^entation. The
resources for theT development^ of NRSE^In^11129^0" °f fi"^cial
Addis Ababa in 1986 How K/E ^Ca haVe been held in

i
or theT developmentof NRSEIn^^ ial

Addis Ababa in 1986. However no K/E ^Ca haVe been held in
mobilization of financial resources had take^6^ M ^^ the
SS ^ 4" " SeSC ^J

^ fnT ^
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: SOLAR_.ENERGY
(Thousand U.S.4)

COUN./

DONOR AF.D.F CAN. EEC FRA. NETH



Table 2: WIND ._ENERGY

(Thousand U.S. $)

COUNTRY/

DONOR
NETHERLANDS

2904
CAPE VERDE

SOMALIA

SUDAN

KENYA

MOZAMBIQUE

CAMEROON



Table 3 : BI_OMASS_GAS_^_ND LIQUID FUELS

(Thousand U.S. $)

1
COUNTRY/

DONOR

MAURI

TIUS

MALI

RWANDA

KENYA

S.

SAHARA

UNALL.

GUINEA-

BISSAU

TOTAL

(%)

IDA

7600

7600

42.83

FRANCE

5966

74

6040

34.04

AUS

TRIA

3534

3534

19.92

NETH-

LAND

278

178

57

513

2. 89

CAN.

57

57

0.32

TOTAL

9500

7600

278

235

74

57

17744

53.54%

42.83%

1 . 57%

1 . 32%

0. 32%

0.32%

100 . 00



MAIN RECEIPIENT COUNTRIES

FUELWOOD/CHARCOAT.

(Thousand U.S. $)

COUNTRY
— -^-"

ETHIOPIA

BENIN

PROJECTS

MALAWI

SUDAN

MALI

KENYA
20. 00

9 . 23%

OTHER 16

COUNTRIES

SOUTH

SAHARA 14513

1500718


